We present the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability and instability of the stationary rotation of a system of n identical point vortices located at the same latitude on a sphere at vertices of a regular n-gon. We also examine stability of the equilibrium configuration of identical point vortices, situated at the vertices of a regular polyhedra. It is proved that vortex tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron are stable, while vortex cube and dodecahedron are unstable. Among these problems we point out the stability problem for regular vortex polyhedra "Plato's bodies…. These polyhedra, as well as regular vortex polygons situated at the equator, are motionless while all other known stationary regimes for the sphere are rotational. Note that a system of equal point vortices on a plane cannot be immovable. In this paper we present the complete solution of the stability problem for the regular vortex polyhedra in rigorous nonlinear statement "fortunately there exist only finite number of Plato's bodies, namely, five…. We also complete the investigation of stability for vortex polygons that was started in Refs. 14-17. So we present here necessary and sufficient conditions of stability and instability for all regular point vortex systems on a sphere.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1885, Gromeka 18 treated a problem on motion of vortices on a sphere, which had been posed by Preobrazhensky. Later, the problem was studied from various viewpoints by many authors ͑see Refs. 10-13͒. The importance of the model of point vortices for dynamic meteorology was pointed out in a monograph. 19 The general Hamiltonian form for equations of motion of n point vortices on a sphere was derived in Ref. 20 . Bogomolov 14 was the first to analyze the stability problem for a configuration V R (n, 0 ) of identical point vortices on a sphere with the radius R at a latitude 0 with the vortices located at the vertices of a regular n-gon that rotated with a constant angular velocity ( 0 ) ͑see Fig. 1͒ . As was shown in Ref. 14, the corresponding linearized system has solutions exponentially growing for nу7, as well as for n ϭ4, 5, 6 provided that the latitude lies within the range J ϭ( * n ,Ϫ * n ), given below by conditions ͑3.17͒. In all other cases, there is only the power instability in the linear system, which is conventional and imminent for systems of such a kind. A linear analysis of the problem was independently performed in Refs. 10, 21. According to the well-known Lyapunov theorem, the equilibrium of a complete system is unstable when the linearized system is exponentially unstable. The question of the nonlinear instability and, in particular, of the possibility of suppressing the power instability of a linearized system by the action of nonlinear terms was posed in Ref. 14. In the present work we prove in the rigorous nonlinear formulation the stability of the stationary rotation of the vortex polygon V R (n, 0 ) provided that 0 J for nϭ4, 5, 6 . We treat the stability of stationary motion as a stability in the Routh sense. 8, 9 In the case of the latitude 0 lying at the end of the interval J: 0 ϭ * n or Ϫ * n , a special analysis of the stability is required to carry out the proof. It is interesting to analyze the stability for boundary values of the parameter in order to elucidate whether the boundary is ''dangerous'' or ''safe'' ͑in the Bautin sense, [22] [23] [24] see the Appendix͒. We also analyze the stability for configurations of identical point vortices located in vertices of regular polyhedrons ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The relation of this problem to meteorology was emphasized in a monograph. 10 The equilibria of a system, which belong to continuous three-parameter sets of equilibria ͓i.e., to orbits of the SO͑3͒ symmetry group͔, correspond to regular vortex polyhedrons. Considering the vortex polyhedrons, we prove that a tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron are stable, while a cube and dodecahedron are unstable. In so doing, we regard the stability ͑instability͒ of a polyhedron as a stability ͑instability͒ of the corresponding SO͑3͒ orbit. In this case, the nonlinear stability problem turns out to be completely solvable in the linear approximation.
This paper is organized as follows: We write out equations of n-point vortex motion on a sphere in Sec. II. Their integrals and symmetry group are indicated. Then we recall the definition of the stationary motion. Stationary rotation of the regular vortex polygon in the case of equal strengths is connected with a rotation group. Section III is devoted to study its stability where, first of all, we accent on the well known fact, that there is no stability in the sense of Lyapunov in the considered problem, but it is natural to operate with another definition-a concept of stability in the sense of Routh.
Theorem 3.1 substantiates the linearization method in the problem on stability of the vortex n-gon V R (n, 0 ) under arbitrary conditions, except the critical ones, i.e., except the cases of its location on the boundary latitude 0 ϭ * n with 2рnр6.
In Theorem 3.2 it is established the central result of Sec. III-stability of the vortex n-gon in the critical cases when nϭ4, 5, 6 . The proof requires us to take into account all terms of the Taylor series of the relative Hamiltonian up to the fourth order.
In Sec. IV there is investigated stability of equilibrium configuration of identical point vortices ordered at vertices of regular polyhedra ͑Theorem 4.1͒.
The Appendix is devoted to the concept of ''dangerous'' and ''safety'' boundary of stability. [22] [23] [24] They are characteristics of behavior of the dynamic system near the boundary of the domain of stability, being determined by its behavior on the boundary. This confirms significance of the results, obtained in Theorem 3.2, about stability of vortex n-gons for critical value of the latitude.
For the sake of brevity, we give a detailed analytical development of the formulas, used in the work, as additional Appendices B, C, and D in an EPAPS deposit.
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II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A SYSTEM OF POINT VORTICES ON A SPHERE
The motion of a system of n point vortices on a sphere is described by the equations Table I in angular coordinates ͑, ͒. Each of them are represented twice ͑visible vortices on a sphere, and at vertices of polyhedron͒. ͑a͒ Cartesian coordinates (X,Y ,Z), angular coordinates ͑, ͒ ͑b͒ tetrahedron, ͑c͒ octahedron, ͑d͒ cube, ͑e͒ icosahedron, and ͑f͒ dodecahedron.
where kϭ1, . . . ,n. 20 Here, the prime implies that the term with jϭk, is omitted, R is the radius of the sphere, k and k are the spherical coordinates of the kth vortex (0Ͻ k Ͻ), k is its strength, and ␥ k j is the angle between the radii vectors of the point vortices k and j with respect to the sphere center.
System ͑2.1͒ represents Hamilton equations with the Poisson bracket
and the Hamiltonian
These equations can be written out in the form
The system of Eqs. ͑2.1͒ has four integrals
Here, ϭ( 1 , . . . , n ) and ϭ( 1 , . . . , n ).
System ͑2.1͒ is invariant with respect to an additive group of real numbers R, which acts as L:h→L h , hR, so that in the phase space Z it arranges a correspondence of any hR to a certain diffeomorphism L h :Z→Z:v‫ۋ‬L h v ϭ(, 1 ϩh, . . . , n ϩh), for arbitrary point vZ. It is worth noting that the image L(R)ϭG tr is a one-parameter subgroup of the SO͑3͒ symmetry group that consists of rotations about the axis of the chosen spherical coordinate system. An arbitrary SO͑3͒ transformation is defined by three parameters. One of them is the angle of rotation about a certain axis, and two others define the angular position of the rotation axis.
We We seek a stationary motion corresponding to the oneparameter group G tr in the form
The corresponding equation in the variables u 1 , . . . ,u n ,v 1 , . . . , v n ,R, is derived by substituting formulas ͑2.6͒ into Eqs. ͑2.1͒. Numerous examples of stationary motions for the system of Eqs. ͑2.1͒ are considered in Refs. 10, 14, and 27-30.
III. STABILITY OF A REGULAR VORTEX n-GON
We assume that all the vortices have the same strength . The time-independent solution in the form ͑2.6͒ corresponds to the vortex configuration V R (n, 0 ):
The change of variables in system ͑2.1͒,
reduces it to the equations of relative motion,
with the relative ͑reduced͒ Hamiltonian
where ϭ(r,p)R 2n , rϭ(r 1 , . . . ,r n ), and p ϭ( p 1 , . . . ,p n ).
Stationary motion ͑3.1͒ corresponds to the continuous set ⌫ of equilibria of system ͑3.3͒. This set belongs to the straight line ⌫ϭ͕(r,p)R 2n :rϭ0,p 1 ϭ¯ϭ p n ͖.
Certain different definitions of stability are also natural because of the evident and inessential instability of solution ͑3.1͒ in the Lyapunov sense, which is associated with the dependence of the angular velocity ( 0 ) on the latitude 0 ͑see, e.g., Refs. In order to substantiate the stability of stationary motion (3.1) 
in the Routh sense, it is sufficient to prove that the relative Hamiltonian E() attains a transversally strict minimum on the set ⌫ of equilibria ͑see Proposition 2.2 in Refs. 8 and 9).
For any nу2, the expansion into the Taylor series of the function E() in the neighborhood of an arbitrary equilibrium belonging to the set ⌫ has the same form
where
Here, sϭsin Ϫ1 0 and, for kϭ2,3,
and
Let us define a cyclic matrix Cϭ(c i j ) i jϭ1 n , which the only nontrivial coefficients are those above its principal diagonal c 1,2 ϭ¯ϭc nϪ1,n ϭ1 and in the left lower corner c n,1 ϭ1:
͑3.7͒
All matrices A 1 ,B 2 ,B 3 ,D 4 ,B 5 ,B 6 are circulants i.e., they are polynomials of a cyclic matrix C. Matrix D 4 is skew-symmetric while the rest matrices are symmetric:
͑3.8͒
Here,
Numbers f 50 , f 60 can be chosen arbitrarily provided that the following relation holds:
͑3.9͒
By using this equality, in the case nϭ5 we assume
Further we shall show that under these conditions the kernels of the matrices A 1 and B 8 ϭs
, that simplifies mathematical transformations. In the case n 5 we put f 50 ϭb 5 , f 60 ϭ0.
Let us recall the way to calculate eigenvalues of circulants ͑see, for instance, Refs. 9 and 31͒. We consider polynomial
of with complex coefficients. Simple calculation shows that polynomial f (C) of matrix C is a circulant, i.e., matrix of the form
Its roots j are eigenvalues of matrix C. They are given by the equality
All of them are simple. The corresponding eigenvectors are
Circulant matrix ͑3.12͒ has the same eigenvectors j , and their eigenvalues are
Eigenvalues 0k (kϭ1,2, . . . ,n) of circulant B 0 are given by formulas ͑3.13͒. With the use of well-known identity 7 we have
͑3.14͒
Spectra (A 1 ),(B 2 ) of matrices A 1 and B 2 can be expressed through the spectrum of the single matrix B 0 by 
The relative ͑or reduced͒ Hamiltonian function E(w()) is invariant with respect to the change →ϩ␥ 0 ,␥R. Therefore in vicinity of any member of family ⌫ we have asymptotics
The following theorem is a basis of the linearization method in the stability problem for the vortex n-gons V R (n, 0 ) with nу2 in the case of noncritical values of the latitude 0 *
n . In what follows, the instability implies the transversal instability of the three-dimensional set of stationary motions corresponding to SO(3) symmetry in addition to the lack of stability in the Routh sense. Proof: Repeats the substantiation of the linearization method in the stability problem for a regular vortex n-gon in a plane ͑see Theorem 3.1 in Refs. 8 and 9͒.
Remark: The proof of the nonlinear stability of a regular vortex triangle on a sphere, including the case of the triangle on the sphere equator, was given in Ref. 15 . It is based on the energy-moment method and uses the results obtained in Ref. 26 . The nonlinear stability of a regular vortex n-gon for n ϭ4,5,6 was first analyzed in Ref. 16 . Thus, the stability problem for regular n-gons V R (n, 0 ) with nу2 in the case of noncritical values of the latitude 0 *n in strict nonlinear setting was resolved with joined efforts of the authors. 14 -16 In the present work we offer another approach to this problem ͑see also Ref. 17͒. Some different ways to solve the problem were given in an article 32 and a preprint. 33 In the critical case of 0 ϭ * n (2рnр6), the matrix A 1 has the zero eigenvalue simple for even n and twofold degenerate for odd n. Because of this, we have to allow for the third-order and higher-order terms in expansion ͑3.5͒.
Let us introduce notations: Ĥ ϭker(A 1 ) is a kernel of operator A 1 and H ϭR n Ĥ is its complementary subspace. Variable r can be presented as a sum rϭr ϩr, so that r Ĥ ,rH . Now using ͑3.5͒-͑3.6͒ and equality A 1 r ϭ0, we obtain the following asymptotics of reduced Hamiltonian function E 2 ( Ќ ) in vicinity of zero point in subspace ⌫ Ќ , which is orthogonal to equilibrium family ⌫ of system ͑3.3͒: It is necessary for the positive definiteness of function P n that cubic form (A 3 r ,r 2 ) was zero. This is so as shown in Appendix C. 25 It is also pointed out there that term (B 8 r ,r 3 ) is also zero.
The circulant matrices A 1 and B 2 have the common basis ͕h 1 ,h 2 , . . . ,h n ͖ in the space R n , given in the odddimensional case nϭ2mϩ1 by the expressions h l ϭ͑1,cos͑l␣ ͒, . . . ,cos͑͑nϪ1 ͒l␣ ͒͒, ͑3.21͒
h nϪl ϭ͑0,sin͑l␣ ͒, . . . ,sin͑͑nϪ1 ͒l␣ ͒͒,
but in the even-dimensional case nϭ2mϩ2 we need to add to the vector system ͑3.21͒ the vector h n/2 ϭ͑1,Ϫ1,1, . . . ,Ϫ1 ͒.
͑3.22͒
Thus,
The decompositions of the vectors r and p in this basis have the form
In the odd-dimensional case nϭ2mϩ1 the vectors r ,r can be represented in the form
and in the even-dimensional case we have
The Hamiltonian E() is independent of the variable n , and, in the neighborhood of the set ⌫, its asymptotic behavior takes the form ͑3.19͒. The function P n for nϭ4, 5, 6 Here we use notations ␥ 2 ϭ 2 2 ,␥ 3 ϭ 3 2 ,␤ϭ 2 3 . Now we shall choose x in ͑3.28͒ so that quadratic forms P 51 ,P 52 are positive definite. These forms can be written as 
͑3.30͒
The corner minors of matrix Q 1 are (3.17) ].
Remark 1: For two and three vortices the boundary location is when the n-gon is situated on the equator. Such a vortex polygon is immovable and, as shown by Pekarsky and Marsden 15 for nϭ3 is stable. Although in order to solve the problem a linear approximation is still sufficient, however, there is a need to specify the concept of stability itself, as it is done below in the problem on stability of a vortex polyhedron.
Remark 2: According to the theory of dangerous and safety boundaries, [22] [23] [24] it follows from results of Theorem 3.2 that the boundary ϭ * n is safety ͑see Appendix͒, so that the loss of stability happens ''soft,'' when parameter 0 passes across the boundary value * n in the direction of the equator.
IV. STABILITY OF REGULAR VORTEX POLYHEDRONS
Let n point vortices (nϭ4, 6, 8, 12, 20) be positioned at the vertices of a regular polyhedron ( j0 , j0 ) (j ϭ1,2, . . . ,n) on a sphere with the radius R ͑see Table I͒ . Then, the constant solution
to Eq. ͑2.1͒ corresponds to this vortex configuration. Replacing the variables
and expanding Hamiltonian ͑2.2͒ into a series in the neighborhood of the point (r, p)ϭ(0,0), we arrive at the expression
Here, the ellipsis stands for the third-order and higher-order terms; H 0 is the zero-order term; A n is the matrix; and m n is the scale factor introduced for simplifying 
2 )ϭdet(L n ϪI 2n ) be characteristic polynomials of the matrices A n and L n , respectively ͑see Table II͒. The polynomial Q 8 ( 2 ) has a double positive root 1 * ϭͱ15, and the polynomial Q 20 ( 2 ) has a pair of such roots: 2 * ϭͱ2505 and 3 * ϭ 3 2 ͱϪ814ϩ146ͱ129 with multiplicity 3 and 5, respectively. Each of the polynomials P 4 , P 6 , and P 12 has a threefold zero root with positive other roots. This can be proved for the polynomial P 12 when imposing, e.g., the Hurwitz criterion on its coefficients after replacing →Ϫ.
Equilibrium ͑4.1͒ belongs to the continuous threeparameter set ⌫ n ͓an orbit of the SO(3) symmetry group͔ of equilibria of system ͑2.1͒. Therefore, the kernels of the matrices A n and L n are threefold.
Theorem 4.1:
The three-dimensional sets ⌫ n of equilibria of system (2.1) are stable when they correspond to a vortex tetrahedron (nϭ4), octahedron (nϭ6), and icosahedron (nϭ12) but unstable in the cases of a cube (nϭ8) and dodecahedron (nϭ20).
Proof: In the problem under consideration, the component transversal to the set ⌫ n of equilibria of system ͑2.1͒ can be separated and becomes independent of the tangential component. In the cases of nϭ4, 6, 12 , all the eigenvalues of the matrix A n are positive except for the threefold zero eigenvalue. Hence, Hamiltonian H() attains the transversally strict minimum on the compact set ⌫ n , of equilibria. Thus, the set is stable. In the two other cases (nϭ8,20), the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 on the instability of the set ⌫ n and, moreover, of its isolated elements follows from the general Lyapunov theorem, because the linearized system is exponentially unstable. ϭϩ2 arccos(b/)), 1 ϭϪ, 1 ϭϪ, TABLE II. Characteristic polynomials P n and Q n of the matrices A n and L n .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The central result of the present work is given by Theorem 3.2 ͑about stability of permanent rotation of regular vortex n-gon on the sphere in the case when it is situated on the boundary latitude 0 ϭ * n with nϭ4, 5, 6) and by Theorem 4.1 ͑analysis of stability of regular vortex polyhedrons͒. Together with some known results these theorems complete necessary and sufficient conditions of stability and instability of all regular systems of point vortices on a sphere.
We stress once again that it is interesting to study the stability of the vortex polygon for boundary values of the latitude parameter not only to complete consideration of the problem, but also in order to clarify specifics of its behavior near the boundary of stability ͑see Appendix͒. In all three cases the boundary ϭ * n turned out safety, so that the loss of stability happens ''softly,'' when parameter 0 passes across the boundary value * n in the direction of the equator. Here the stability of the stationary rotation of regular vortex n-gon is understood in the strongest possible sense, as Routh stability. This means that after sufficiently small perturbation of the initial data the vortex polygon stays almost regular with almost the same center of symmetry and of almost the same size forever. This is true though the permanent rotation is Lyapunov unstable with respect to the angular variable.
The instability in Theorem 3.2 is understood as the absence of both Routh stability and ͑even!͒ G-stability ͑see Ref. 9͒. Bluntly speaking this means that one can point out an arbitrary small perturbation of the initial regular polygon so that the moving vortex polygon is essentially irregular, differs from any regular one to the quantity of order 1.
By stability ͑instability͒ of the vortex polyhedron we mean stability ͑instability͒ of its respective SO(3)-orbit. In other words, its stability means, that after sufficiently small perturbation of initial data the vortex polyhedron always remains almost regular. In other respects the motion of the perturbed polyhedron may be arbitrary, for example, its rotation like a solid body is not forbidden. Let us mark some future possible developments of the results discussed in the present work.
We tried to pay more attention just to the problem on stability of regular vortex systems on a sphere, though there are known other numerous static ͑immovable͒ and stationary configurations ͑see surveys [10] [11] [12] [13] ͒. For three vortices of arbitrary strength on the sphere such regimes are studied in Refs. 28 and 29. Investigation of their stability is very interesting, and has been already begun. For example, linear analysis and its nonlinear justification by the ''energy-moment'' method was carried out in Ref. 30 for stability of the system of 2N point vortices on sphere (N vortices of strength 1 ϭ1, and others-of strength 2 ϭϪ1). The stability of a vortex polygon on the sphere together with a central polar vortex is studied in Refs. 33 and 34. Besides, the stability of more general configurations consisting of up to two vortex polygons, with and without polar vortices are described in Ref. 34 . The stability of certain vortex configurations is also studied in Ref. 35 .
For physics of atmosphere, additionally to curvature of the Earth, a significant role is also played by its angular velocity of rotation. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Linear analysis of the system of point vortices and its justification, when taking into account these two factors, was undertaken for instance in Ref. 41 . This study is still far from its completion.
Analysis of the vortex systems is interesting not only when they are located on the sphere but also on some other surfaces, for example, on cylinder or tore ͑see references in the surveys, [10] [11] [12] [13] or, in particular, less known pioneer work 42 ͒. It is important to carry out such an analysis also for various bounded domains on these surfaces. Investigation of behavior of stationary point vortex configurations under perturbations, which break the symmetry of the surface, is of doubtless interest. In Ref. 43 the author considers the problem of stability of certain point vortex configurations ͑vortex streets͒ on surfaces of revolution, which include the sphere as a special case. We accent here also on the necessity to study all cited above problems not only for point vortex systems, but also for continua. We hope that approaches developed in this work will be helpful in the study of these more general problems too.
Some results of the present work were briefly reported in Ref. 17 .
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APPENDIX: BEHAVIOR OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS NEAR ''DANGEROUS'' AND ''SAFETY'' BOUNDARIES OF STABILITY
This appendix is devoted to clarifying well known concepts of ''dangerous'' and ''safety'' boundary of the domain of stability. [22] [23] [24] They are important characteristics of behavior of the dynamic system near the boundary of the domain of stability, being completely defined by its behavior on the boundary itself. As a rule, just this fact is adduced by specialists on the theory of stability to justify importance of the study stability in critical cases-for the boundary values of parameter. Additionally to the point of complete consideration of the problem, this is for us an additional argument on the necessity to study stability of vortex n-gon for the boundary value of the latitude ͑Theorem 3.2͒.
We clarify the concepts ''dangerous'' and ''safety'' boundary of the domain following the monograph. 23 Only for clearness we first consider the systems where asymptotic stability is possible. On example of a concrete Hamiltonian system we shall show that this terminology is applied for such systems too. For all that we shall not give mathematically rigorous definitions, which can be found in Refs. 22-24.
Let the system u ϭ f (u,␣) depend on m parameters ␣ 1 ,␣ 2 , . . . ,␣ m and, with the initial values of these parameters, have equilibrium state c with is stable in linear approximation ͑all eigenvalues k of matrix of linearization lie strictly in the left-hand half-plane: Re k Ͻ0). Under a smooth change of parameters the stability of equilibrium may disappear: at ␣ϭ␣ * some eigenvalues hit an imaginary axis and then pass into the right-hand half-plane. Now, there exist two quit different ways of losing stability. In the first case, with a change of parameters up to ␣ϭ␣ * , the domain of attraction G of point c hardly changes, only the rate of convergence towards equilibrium decreases. With the transfer of some j to the right-hand half-plane the equilibrium c becomes unstable and a small attractive domain G 2 appears inside G ͓see Fig. 3͑a͒ for one parameter͔. In this case it is said that stability vanishes softly. The second way of losing stability is characterized by the following sequence of events. When ␣ approaches ␣ * the domain of attraction G diminishes ͑more precisely, its interior diameter decreases͒, and at ␣ϭ␣ * the system becomes unstable ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. In this case the stability is said to vanish sharply.
We would like to emphasize that the course of events is determined by what the situation is for precisely critical values of the parameter (␣ϭ␣ * ). More exactly, if the system at ␣ϭ␣ * is ''still'' asymptotically stable, then the stability vanishes softly, while if is ''already unstable'' the stability vanishes sharply. Apparently, the soft loss and the sharp loss of stability are equally frequent in various fields of natural science.
If parameters of the dynamic system are near a ''dangerous'' boundary of the domain of stability, then maximum values of admissible initial perturbations turn out very small, and in this case we need to consider, from the practical standpoint, unperturbed motion as unstable. Analogous circumstances take place when parameters of the system lie in the domain of instability, but very close to the ''safety'' boundary. In this case, despite the fact that unperturbed motion is unstable, it may sometimes be considered, from the practical point of view, as stable since maximum deviation from the unperturbed motion may appear very small. ␣ 0. The zero equilibrium of Eq. ͑A1͒ is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov. However, regardless what is the initial value of the quantity x, this value, as it is seen from the phase portrait in Fig. 4͑a͒ , with unbounded increasing of t tends either to ϩ␣ or to Ϫ␣, i.e., in practice, to the equilibrium position xϭ0, if ␣ is very small. In contrast with this, if equation of motion has the form ẋ ϭϪ␣ 2 xϩx 3 , ͑A2͒ then respective eigenvalue is negative and the zero equilibrium is asymptotically stable by Lyapunov. However, if the value ␣ is very small, then from the practical standpoint the motion should be considered as unstable, because lim t→ϱ x(t)ϭϮϱ, if the initial value x is greater than ͉␣͉ ͓see Fig. 5͑a͔͒ . In the first case boundary value of parameter ␣ϭ0 is a safety boundary, but in the second case, a dangerous one. The theory founded by Bautin and developed by other authors declares that in order to study the question what is a type of the boundary ␣ϭ0, there is no need to analyze behavior of the system at ␣→0. It is sufficient to study stability on the boundary itself. From instability ͑stability͒ of the equilibrium for the boundary value of parameter it follows that the boundary is dangerous ͑safety͒. Really, zero equilibrium of the system ẋ ϭϪx 3 ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ is stable, but of the equation ẋ ϭx 3 is unstable ͓see Fig. 5͑b͔͒ . Let us give some examples of conservative systems with one degree of freedom, that illustrates the concept of dangerous and safety boundary:
ẍ ϭϪ␣ 2 xϩx 3 . ͑A4͒
Note, that ͕␣,Ϫ␣͖ are eigenvalues of the matrices of linearization at the zero (x,ẋ )ϭ(0,0) of Eq. ͑A3͒, and ͕i␣,Ϫi␣͖ of Eq. ͑A4͒. The question on stability of the zero solution in the both cases is solved by a linear approximation under the condition ␣ 0: it is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov in the first case, and is stable in the second case. Let us consider the boundary value of the parameter ␣ ϭ0. In the first case there is a stability by Lyapunov, and in the second case-instability ͓see Figs. 6͑b͒ and 7͑b͔͒. Roughly speaking, the theory of ''dangerous'' and ''safety'' boundaries claims that at ␣→0 the domain of stability ͑in-stability͒ of the zero solution (x,ẋ )ϭ(0,0) of the equation tightens to the point in the first ͑second͒ case. One can control by phase portraits in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 7͑a͒ that this is valid in the examples ͑A3͒, ͑A4͒.
